


I will tell you today about the adventures of four siblings: Susan, Lucia, Peter and Edmund 

Pevensie. It all started during the Second World War in London. Their parents sent children to 

the countryside to be safe from air raids and bombs. They had to live in the old professor 's 

house.

It was located far from the city in the forest. Although the professor was lonely and had no 

children,  he liked them very much. Three servants and the maid Marta worked there for 

him. He also had two dogs: Roger and Grimy and the ginger cat Marco. Professor's house was 

huge. Marta, who greeted the children, forbade them to disturb the professor. When the 

children saw him for the first time, they were a little scared, but quickly they liked a nice old 

man. Shortly after the arrival, the siblings knew all the animals. Marco was their favourite 

cat.

 This Kitten led them to play in the yard. The boys immediately got dirty by the mud. Then 

covered with grass, they began to frighten the girls. Susan and Lucy were not surprised, so 

they did the same. The boys were so frightened that they almost got fainted. They thought 

they saw real monsters. They were not prepared for a  such  surprise. Evening came quickly, 

but the kids did not notice it.  Lucia as the youngest of  four children began to be afraid of 

strangely twisted branches of trees, and hollow-looking eyes and roar of owls. She said about 

it quickly to her sister, because she wanted to go home and additionally began to be sleepy.

- Susanna .” I want to sleep, and this forest looks strange .” -  Lucia said wearily.

- No. It is not strange, you're just tired. Let's go home. - replied Susanna

Children ran to their bedroom, but before they fell asleep, they had had a very long 

discussion about what they would do the following day.

- We will manage to find a really cool place - said Peter.

- It's true - admitted Susanna.

- We live in the forest, so we'll have something to do - replied Peter.

- We will build a hut - Lucy suggested.

- We will learn about the wild animals! - Said Susanna

- Boars! - Said Peter
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- Badgers! - Lucy said.

- Rabbits! – Said Susanna.

- Foxes! – Edmund said.

Unfortunately, the next day all  children were awakened by thunder light and the sky was 

overcasted. The heavy rain began to fall and the fog hid everything.

- Of course it is raining! - Edmund said.

No one commented, so they went for breakfast.

After the meal, Susan offered to visit all house, and when it is good weather they would go 

outside. Peter said that  it thad been  a good idea, so as the oldest among the children he 

managed  to go sightseeing. Everyone agreed, because they really wanted to see the house 

and its mysterious  secrets. The first room they visited was living room. There was a huge 

sofa, embroidered with gold thread and under the ceiling there was hunging a crystal 

chandelier.

They were surprised that  nothing more was  there. They went to explore additional 

rooms and suddenly they saw the room where the animals sat in their red pens. Marco, who 

was very fond of children once came to them. Siblings pleasantly welcomed him. Marco 

joined the visitors. Boys and girls quickly ran to the next room. There was a large mirror. 

It intrigued siblings and they came closer.

- Who is it? - Asked Lucia

- What are you talking about? -  Peter answered.

- I can see something strange, in that mirror I see us, but we are wearing strange clothes 

and we look more mature. - said Susanna

- Boys !  Look!  You have some bizarre dresses, coats and shoes. -  she added

- Does it mean anything? - Asked Peter

- And how do we know? - Responded girls

- It's very mysterious, it has to mean something - she added in a whisper Lucia

- Are you joking ?  I see nothing - said Edmund

- Don't argue and let's get out of here, I do not like this place.-said  slightly Lucia

They went into the next room. It was very big. There were a lot of paintings on the walls 

and old  statues and also old gleaming armour. Siblings was fascinated, so they began 

to count images. Lucy counted one hundred and three. Susanna, as she liked  the most the 

armour and statues, took her notebook and began to sketch the various statues. After 

a few hours spending in this room they noticed that Lucy had disappeared with Marco.

The girl went after the cat, thinking that her other siblings  did the same. Ginger kitten led 

her to a strange room. There was nothing  apart something hidden under the graying from 

dust cloth. Lucy began  to go to this thing. Some strange power  told her to go slowly. 

Suddenly, she heard something strange from under the sheet. The girl began to be scary, but 

she went on across a long room. She passed  blank walls. Curiosity did not give her peace, so 

she took off the tarp and saw a brown, beautiful wardrobe, which had plenty 

of embellishments. After she opened the door, the  balls flew out of wardrobe. The girl took 

a look into the wardrobe  and saw a great depth, and in it a lot of furs. Without hesitating , she 

sank in the wardrobe. She began to lean on the fur, all the time going back. It seemed to her 

that she heard voices, but they were just balls of mothballs, after which she went. Suddenly 

she stopped and began to talk to herself. This wardrobe is terribly deep, I went few meters.  

Suddenly Lucy felt a strange chilling  paint. After walking a few more steps, she felt some 

twinge in his arms. She looked up and saw a pine covered with a thick layer of snow. She 

turned around, twinkle her eyes and looked at the trees again. It was real!  There were  real 

trees and real snow. At first, Lucy did not want to believe her eyes, but she touched the snow 

and then believed that this is really happening. The girl began to move slowly forward . After 

a while, she saw a strange light, which did not look like the sun. She began to approach it and 

then she saw that the light came from the old city lighthouse. Lucy was very surprised 

because she had never seen a lighthouse in the middle of the forest. Suddenly, something 

moved in the bushes. It frightened her, but  she still walked towards the flash.  It was getting 

colder. She walked to the lamp and saw a strange shadow form hiding in the bushes.

- Is there  anybody? –the girl asked 

She was answered  by the only silent echo. Suddenly,  a strange creature appeared from 

the bushes. His legs looked like goat's legs with a thick, brown fur. , while the torso  was like 

a man.

- Aaaaaaaaa !!!  - Lucia screamed in horror 

- O God  !!! - yelled creature.
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CHAPTER 2.

WHAT LUCIA SAW THERE

- Good evening- Lucia said.

Faun was lifting up huts and only when he had finished he said, bowing: Good evening, 

good evening”. I don't want to be intrusive, but I'm not mistaken if I'm thinking that you are 

daughter of Eve?”

- My name is Lucia- girl introduced her with surprise, because she didn't know what was 

going on.

- Could it be that you are “girl”- faun asked.

- Of course, that I am.

- In that case you are human?

-Naturally.

-Please forgive, but I never had a chance to see daughter of Eve or Son of Adam. I'm really 

happy that I met you. You must know…- he stopped-  Properly my name is Tumnus.

-Nice to meet you- Lucia said.

-Daughter of Eve, how did you get in Narnia?

- In Narnia?- Lucia was surprised one more time.

Tumnus  told to Lucia about the geographical location Narnia and he asked her where she 

had got here. Lucia also told him some things about world where she lived, and then he 

invited her for tea. At first, the girl had doubts about the proposal, but when faun started to 

insist, she agreed. She grabbed his hand and started on the road to his house.

They were going through the forest. Suddenly, Lucia saw some rocks and little hills. They 

went into the ravine and then Tumnus turned to the side as if he wanted to go to a very high 

rock. After a while, Lucia saw that in the rock there is an entrance to some cavern. Entering, 

Lucia noticed the glow of the fire was glowing in the fireplace. Mr. Tumnus lit the lamp and 

put the kettle on the fire.

- It shouldn't take for a long time- said Tumnus.

Lucia looked around. She was really enjoying in this cavern. It was very cosy and 

nicely furnitured. While Mr. Tumnus was preparing tea, Lucia decided to review the 

books .They were lying on the bookshelf. Browsing encountered a bizarre book titles e.g.: 

76

"Life and writings Sylena" or "Nymphs and their lives."

- Tea is ready! - Mr. Tumnus exclaimed

Lucia ate many different dishes, and when I have sufficed, Mr. Tumnus told her about life 

in the wilderness, of conviviality in the moonlight, with races for the white deer, which fulfill 

all the wishes and several other wonderful stories. The stories appealed to Lucia.

- All would be as before, if it were not that winter- ended grimly faun.

She grabbed the flute lying on the dresser and began to play them. Melodies of the  girl 

awoke different emotions at the same time. He listened with a great attention so that when 

you shook it, thought that it took several hours.

-  I really like this music, but I think I have to return-sighed.

Mr. Tumnus began to cry for unknown reasons. Lucia comforted him as best as she could, 

but it did not help. Even  she offered him her handkerchief, but he's was still crying.

Mr. Tumnus, why are you crying? - Inquired to Lucia.

- I'm crying, because I'm a bad faun- sobbed Tumnus.

- Oh, You're not a bad faun, you are the nicest faun I've ever met! - Lucia Exclaimed.

- You won't tell it , if you  know everything.-forth weeping.

- There are hangs a portrait of my old father. I do not like him. I am the servant of the 

White Witch. This is my fault.

- The White Witch? Who is this?

- This is because her reigns of the eternal frosts, it is by her Narnia is such as it is and not 

what was so wonderful before. My job is friendly with your sons of Adam and daughters 

of Eve, leading them to my cabin, lulling them and transfer Witch. And you're one of them.

- Do you want to do that?! - He screamed with fear in my heart.

- Well, of course not. I'll walk with you to the lighthouse, and further probably I have 

already know your way around, right?

- Yes of course.

- However we must be careful! In the forest there are many trees which are spices.

When they were coming to the lighthouse, it didn't look like a nice walk with Mr. Tumnus. 

Faun chose as the darkest corners, he did not speak at all to Lucia. But in the end they came 

to the lighthouse.

- Do you remember the  way from here? –faun asked.

Lucia noticed a daylight behind two spruces.

Yeah, it's here.

- Go to home as soon as possible.-ended faun.

Lucia said goodbye to Mr. Tumnus and returned to her world, and went out of the closet 

yelled: "I'm at home! I'm Ok!”
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CHAPTER 3.

EDMUND ENTERS THE WARDROBE

When Lucy returned through the wardrobe, she started to look for her brothers and sister. 

She found them in the hall. Lucy wanted to tell them about Narnia, but she was afraid that 

they didn`t believe her. She shouted from afar:

- I`m ok!

- What are you talking about ?- asked Suzanne

- Didn`t you  worry about me ?

- I haven`t been here for few hours- Lucy was outraged.

- But what had happened?- asked Suzanne

- When I came into wardrobe I was into another world, I visited Mr. Tumnus and there 

were a lot of strange situations.

- Don`t be silly Lucy- said Suzanne

- She isn`t silly at all- objected Peter. She only made this story up and she is joshing us.

- Am I right, Lucy?- asked Peter

- I didn`t make anything up, Narnia really exists.

Unfortunately her siblings didn`t believe her and they laughed at her. Despite this fact, 

she wanted to show them Narnia. Everybody dropped into the wardrobe to find magical 

land, but they couldn`t find anything. Poor Lucy had to put up with their jokes till the next 

day…

During a game of hide-and-seek with her brothers and sisters, Lucy again hid in magical 

furniture and returned to Narnia. Seeing that Edmund followed her. He burst through the 

jungle of leather things in wardrobe and surprisingly it wasn`t the end of wardrobe. 

Suddenly he could feel cold wind and snow under his feet, he found that Lucy was right and 

she didn`t make her story up. Edmund called Lucy, but only the wind answered. He called 

again and in one moment he could hear the hoofbeat and he could see sleigh gliding from 

afar.

One moment later, he saw clearly the sleigh driver,  it was a dwarf with a  big and red cap. 

A completely different person was sitting behind the dwarf. A tall woman was wearing 

a white fur coat and a gold crown on her head and was holding a wand in her hand. When the 

sleigh stopped in front of Edmund, the tall woman asked him:

- Who are you?

- I`m Edmund- answered frightened boy.

The woman was outraged and she said:

- How do you get to me ,The Queen?

- I didn't know that you are the Queen of Narnia Edmund answered. He was very scared 

and ashamed.
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CHAPTER 4.

MARSHMALLOW

The boy felt the fear before the majestic queen's attitude .She seemed  very dangerous 

in his eyes. She raised concern in his heart that something wrong could have happen to him. 

Meanwhile, she did not know who Edmund was, where he came from and what were his 

intentions . Hence her reserve, she wanted to know him and know what to do with the boy:

- Say who you are, because I have never seen you here - urged the Queen.

- I'm just a boy, and my name is Edmund.

- The boy ... are you a man?

- Yes, Your Majesty -  he said surprised. Could she see people here? He thought that Lucy 

was the first who saw Narnia. Or maybe the Queen knew about his sister ... he was too 

worried what's going on around to worry about it.

- Have you discovered the way to my kingdom?  And how it happened?

- That was the door, they showed me the way here.

The Queen was very wicked - she has created in her mind a plan to defeat the opponent. 

Yes, Edmund was her opponent, even an enemy, for which she has already found a trick.

Her charm and strength of character overwhelmed Edmund, who constantly worried 

that she will do something wrong to him. 

However, sometimes her face expression changed beyond recognition. He saw even the 

shadow of a smile:

- Come to me and tell about yourself - she said - Warm up a little.

The boy was pleased, because it was very cold. He was a witness how she poured out a drop 

from a small bottle of unknown liquid and transformed it into a hot drink. For service 

immediately appeared a dwarf and a clown with a very colourful robe. His face amused  

Edmund, and he had already forgotten about the reluctance and fear. He willingly accepted 

the steaming cup and did not even had time to think about whether he really should drink 

the contents, when the Queen conjured up before him another surprise. Marshmallow! This 

was something what I have dreamed about! How she could know? He was stunned, but also 

hungry, so he ate the gifts. The drink was delicious, warmed him so much that he forgot about 

the prevailing winter around. The marshmallow melted in his mouth and it was so 

splendidly light that he wanted to eat more and more. This time the Queen used to ask 

Edmund about his siblings and all what she wanted to know about them. She was convinced 

that her plan must be succeed. The colored clown jumped gaily what amused the boy very 

much. It eliminated all the doubt somewhere far, far away. He was even happy when they sat 

together and he could tuck in to the will of the marshmallow. And no one did not forbid him 

to eat more. The Queen promised that if he returns to her palace with siblings, she will make 

him a prince, the brother of the count, and two sisters of the countesses. Although he was not 

very glad because of this, he liked that she wanted to be so good for all of them. In the 

meantime, a box of marshmallow became empty and he wanted more. The queen promised 

him more when he will come with his siblings.

- Oh, there! Behind these two hills, there is my kingdom. I'll be waiting for you. I want 

to meet your lovely family.

The Queen managed to convince Edmund that he has to come to her brother and sisters 

like by accident. Then as if by a chance and curiosity to visit the palace. The boy was willing to 

do almost everything just to get more of that delicious marshmallow. But it was 

a cunning plan.

Suddenly the Queen said goodbye to him. He still stood looking for her when he heard 

someone who called him. It was Lucy, surprised that he was here, too. She met here with 

a faun and they spent a nice time together at the common meal. It turned out that the 

Queen, he met, was the White Witch and the inhabitants of Narnia were fear of her. It was 

for the reason, that her kingdom was in the eternal winter.

Edmund could not believe it was true. To make matters worse the amount of marshmallows, 

which he ate at a meeting with the Queen, now weighed heavily on his stomach and made 

that he felt terrible. Although it was so tasty that somewhere inside he felt also still hungry, 

and he would like to return.

The sister pointed out that the White Witch is dangerous, animals are afraid of her, and 

she has a bad effect on everything. He tried to defend her and liked to make her sister 

changed her beliefs.

Meanwhile, they saw the way back to the Human World and they were back among the 

fur inside the magical wardrobe.

The boy felt hard, he had to keep everything what happened to him in secret. It would be 

good to convince brother and sisters about the fact, that what the faun said about the Witch 

was exaggerated. She enchanted the boy of the marshmallow, but unfortunately, he did not 

know about it. Sister saw that Edmund did not look good, but he told her that everything was 

all right.

They went to play with the rest of the siblings. 

They were going to talk them about the extraordinary land, where they had so many 

amazing experiences.
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CHAPTER 4.
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CHAPTER 5.

BACK AGAIN INTO REALITY

The game of hide-and-seek was still going on. It took Edmund and Lucy some time to find 

the rest of the siblings. But when they were all together in one room, Lucy burst out:

 - Peter! Susan! It's all true. Edmund has seen it too. There is the world you can get to 

through the wardrobe. Edmund and me both got in. We met one another in there, in the 

woods by the lighthouse.

Suddenly Edmund reminded himself of the White Queen, her castle and the delicious 

marshmallow. Up to that moment Edmund has been feeling sick, and sulky, and annoyed 

with Lucy for being right to talk about Narnia.

 - What's all this about, Ed?- said Peter.

When Peter suddenly asked him the question he decided all at once to do the meanest and 

the most spiteful thing he could think of.

- Oh, yes, Lucy and I have been playing-pretending that all her story is true.- Edmund 

replied indulgently.

Lucy casted him a glance and run out of the room crying. Edmund thought that he has 

achieved a great success.

- What is going on with her? That's the worst with those kids, they always…- Edmund was 

talking.

- Hey!- Peter shouted -Be quiet! You've been perfectly beastly to Lu ever and now you are  

going to play games with her about it and setting her off again.

- But I…- Edmund stammered out

- Don't pretend to be a fool; you are very cruel for Lucy. Since we've been down here, she 

seems to be either going crazy in the head or she is turning into a most frightful liar. And what 

do you really think that you will help her by teasing her and mocking her story about this 

imaginary Narnia, and the other day playing with her and making her trust that you believe in 

all that Narnia. You always like to be mean but this time you have overreacted- said Peter.

- Stop it!- said Susan - Do you think that it will solve this case better? 

Let’s go to professor Kirk, but let's do that later. The most important thing now is to find 

Lucy. Let's go and do this. 

When they found Lucy crying, they tried to explain to her that magical things do not exist. 

Lucy made her mind already and didn't want to hear what they were telling her. The evening 

was unpleasant and it seemed as if it lasted forever. Finally Lucy and Edmund went to bed. 

And the others could calmly talk and sort things out. They went out from the room into the 

corridor, where they agreed that the next day they'll go to the professor and tell him about 

Lucy's behaviour. When they were finishing with the case suddenly an unknown person 

appeared from around the corner. She was a young, and slim woman. Her hair-long, 

beautiful and dark brown were tied up in two thick  pigtails. On here pale face there were oval 

lips painted red and shiny blue eyes. She was the professor's sister.

- Oh, I am sorry for interrupting your discussion. I just wanted to get to my room.- said 

the young woman.

- Don't worry we have almost done with it- replied blushed Peter.

- My name is Sophie White, I am professor Kirk's sister. I came to visit him and tomorrow 

morning I am leaving so don't worry I won't disturb you any longer. 

- Peter and Susan- the siblings introduced themselves.

I don’t want to interrupt any longer - Sophie shouted and ran into the dark corridor.

- You liked her didn't you?- Susan mocked Peter.

They went to their rooms in silence. The next day in the afternoon Peter and Susan went 

to the professor's study. When they were going there Peter noticed through the window that 

Sophie was running. At the study they talked a bit and then knocked on the door, and went in 

when they heard „Enter”. They told the Lucy's whole story and about Edmund’s bad 

behaviour to her.

- I must admit that Edmund behaved really badly, but I have some doubts if your sister 

is lying. I think that she is telling the truth.- said the professor.

- But this….- Susan started -Even Edmund admitted that it was only a game and that they 

were playing.

Which of them more deserves your trust, your brother or the sister? Which is more 

truthful- the professor asked.

- Well….Lucy- Susan replied.

- And what do you think Peter?

- I think the same way that Lucy- Peter said quietly.

- So, it is very unlikely that Lucy is lying then….-was saying the professor

- But… excuse me, for interrupting, but maybe you should consider that there might 

be something wrong with Lucy.

- Oh, you can make your minds easy about that. One has only to look at her and talk to her 

to see that she is not mad- said the professor quite coolly. 

- But…- Susan started.

- Logic!- said the professor –There are only three possibilities. Either your sister is telling 
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lies, or she is mad, or she is telling the truth. For the moment then and unless any further 

evidence turns up, we must assume that she is telling the truth. This house is really peculiar 

and even I don't know it that well.

- But what are we to do?- said Susan. 

- We could all try minding our own business and forger about Lucy's Story…- he replied. 

And that was the end of that conversation. The atmosphere for the next few days was better. 

Edmund didn't tease Lucy, no one talked about the old wardrobe, but the days became more 

and more boring. Until to the one moment.

To the professor's house came lots of tourists, to explore the darkest crannies and places. 

Mrs. Macready, the housekeeper, showed them round, telling them about the old house and 

its odd history. The siblings weren't allowed to disturb the visitors. One day Edmund and 

Peter were in one of the rooms looking at a large armour when suddenly the sisters run into 

shouting: 

- Look out! Here comes the Macready and a whole gang with her.

They rushed out of the room went in the library direction, but after a while they noticed 

voices so they fled in the opposite direction. They were running around the house for a while, 

it seemed as if 

Miss Macready wanted to catch theme red handed. 

- Quick- said Peter- Let's go in here!!!

And they run in the room with the old wardrobe, but only when they entered they heard 

the footsteps again.

- This is the only place left- said Peter, -there's nowhere else- and flung open the wardrobe.

- Hop in!!

All four of them bundled inside it and sat there. Peter held the door closed but did not 

shut it; for, of course, he remembered, that you shouldn't shut it hemmed entirely.

Author of text: Zuzanna Skurzak 6B, SP 52 in Warsaw 

Author of translation: Zuzanna Skurzak 6B, SP 52 in Warsaw

CHAPTER 6.

IN  THE WILDERNESS

Brothers and sisters were sitting in the wardrobe. They were waiting for passage tours led 

by Mrs Macready. 

- I will suffocate by the smell of this naphthalene- said Susan.

- You are right. It isn't nice- said Edmund.

- Surely it's protection against minors- add Susan. 

- Are you feelling something cold and wet? - asked Peter.

- I'm felling something,  it  is pinching my back – answered Lucia-Oh, dear  I'm felling 

something wet now.

- Is it snowing by chance? – Susan suspiciously said . 

- Maybe is it , go back and come out of here- advised Edmund.

All of them (without Lucia) were surprised and kept away like Edmund said.

- Oooh! – screamed Susan – I'm seeing trees.

Lucia calmed sister. Everyone had left out the wardrobe and saw the trees. They looked 

around with disbelief, saw the snow and thing about. 

-  But it is   Lucia's forest, in wardrobe and there is winter- thought aloud Peter.

He didn't make a mistake, they have been just located in land, which Lucia described. 

Edmund wasn't very surprised, when he saw this view. However Peter and Susan didn't 

believe. There were coats behind them, which have just stopped smelling in the magic 

wardrobe. 

- Lucia, I'm really sorry, that I didn't believe you, forgive me- said Peter.

-There is no problem, Peter - said smiled Lucia. 

-It's getting cold, maybe we can wear these coats from the wardrobe? – proposed Susan. 

- There aren't ours – said firmly Peter. 

- I think it's no problem. I think if we are able to take them away from wardrobe  – argued 

Susan.

- You are right, I will never figure a better idea – recognized Peter –  Actually we are not 

bringing them away from the wardrobe, surely all this land belongs to her.

All the siblings supported Susan. As fast as possible  they took coats and wear them. They 
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looked now like kings  in his royal robes, coats because they were too big for them and reached 

their feet. Everyone felt warmer. They stayed happy with their appearance . It was going 

to snow, some clouds were heavy.

- Listen – suddenly Edmund broke the silence – Let's go to the left, if we want to go to 

a Lantern – then he remembered, that he said, that he wasn't there. Edmund noticed, that 

just betrayed, because brothers and sisters looked at him in silence. 

- Why did you lie, when Lucia said, that she saw you there? – Menacingly asked Peter.

Edmund abashed and cursed inwardly older brother. They walked on, saying anything, 

because there was nothing to say.

- Where are you going to go? – changing theme asked Susan.

- I think, that Lucia should lead us, but I'm not sure, if  she is  too small – said Peter.

- We could visit Mr Tumnus – offered the youngest sister- it's this faun, I told you about 

him. 

Edmund, Susan and Peter agreed. They began to follow Lucia.The Snow crunched under 

their feet. Girl turned out to be a  good guide, in spite of the fact, that at the beginning she had 

concerns if she  finds the way. She  recognized characteristic points of the area very quickly. 

They went through the mountainous region, and later entered into a gorge. Now they could 

see Mr Tumnus's cave. Lucia ran to their destination. 

- Hello, Tumnus! – she screamed, when she came into his house – How do you do?

- Good Morning, Lucia, what are you doing here? Don't scream, because they will hear 

you – said faun, whose was surprised of Lucia's presence – Oh, it's my friend, faun Choral.

-  Nice to meet you – said Lucia kindly – There is Susan, Peter and Edmund- my brothers 

and sister. I told you about them, when I visited you for the first time.

- Welcome-Tumnus invited.

Later they greeted and made friends with each other. They said a few words about 

themselves. Brothers and older sister looked round the house.

- You know – Tumnus started a story – it is getting worse in Narnia last time. The White 

Witch has introduced new, bad rules. She kills and takes away next autochthonic occupants 

of the forest. We won't live like this for a long time. I don't mention we can't even think about 

changing the season.

They gathered and listened to faun's story. No need to hide,  that they get upset. Brothers 

and sisters have heard this history from the beginning for first time. 

Suddenly they could hear strange noises of queen's dwarfs from outside. For Tumnus 

recommendation Children have hidden with Choran just in case. When he was telling them, 

where to hide, small, clumsy personages entered to house snatching the door. Of course, they 

saw Tumnus at first. They grabbed him and dragged to them.  Dwarfs began to ask Tumnus 

about something, but children and Choran didn't hear what they were talking about. After 

a dozen minutes listening to him, they stopped. They led out poor faun and went with him. 

As it was safety, children and Choran came out. They saw a letter on a table. There was an 

accusation, that Tumnus intrigued against queen and friendship with people. 

- I like being here less and less – tentatively told Susan– It's dangerous. Beside, we do not 

have food and it's getting cold. Let's go home now. 

- Oh, no, certainly we won't go now– Lucia firmly rejected this idea - This faun is in trouble. 

He helped me, he is my friend. You can't leave a friend, when he needs you. We must help 

him.

The siblings thought and agreed with the youngest sister's idea. However Edmund didn't 

temper to make Lucia unpleasant.. 

- Everything is fine,  just  I don't know if hunger is not trouble for us, but on the other 

hand I am not sure, if the next time we get into Narnia, so I think, that we have to go further– 

wisely told Peter.

Girls advocated  Peter's idea,but Edmund said nothing. 

- If we want to save him, then we should leave now. I think, that I know, where we should  

go – advised faun Choran.

- Say “yes”, please – said Lucia imploringly.

- I agree for leading by Choran – told Peter. 

- So I will lead and go ahead and you just fallow me.

Thus all children began journey into the direction pointed by Choran. Lucia and Susan 

went closer to faun and boys went behind them. Choran was keeping a distance of several 

meters from the rest of the group. They were wending by falling slope. Later, the sky became 

brighter and the sun came out. 

- Peter, are you sure, that we can trust this faun, it's a guide, whom we don't know – asked 

Edmund tentatively – be quite, please, so that girls will not  fear.

- Edmund, in all stories and books, which I know, fauns are kind and good, so it would 

be too impossible – answered Peter.

- And how do you know which way is right? We don't know, do we?- continued younger 

of the brothers.

- As I know, this faun has just saved Lucia – kindly replied Peter.

- It could not be the truth and he isn't going to find a place for dinner. Do we know how 

to come back home?- asked Edmund.

- Oh, no! You are right, I have lost returning way home – immediately upset older 

of brothers.

A moment later, Choran disappeared behind trees. They haven't seen him again.
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about something, but children and Choran didn't hear what they were talking about. After 
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The siblings thought and agreed with the youngest sister's idea. However Edmund didn't 

temper to make Lucia unpleasant.. 

- Everything is fine,  just  I don't know if hunger is not trouble for us, but on the other 

hand I am not sure, if the next time we get into Narnia, so I think, that we have to go further– 

wisely told Peter.

Girls advocated  Peter's idea,but Edmund said nothing. 

- If we want to save him, then we should leave now. I think, that I know, where we should  

go – advised faun Choran.

- Say “yes”, please – said Lucia imploringly.

- I agree for leading by Choran – told Peter. 

- So I will lead and go ahead and you just fallow me.

Thus all children began journey into the direction pointed by Choran. Lucia and Susan 

went closer to faun and boys went behind them. Choran was keeping a distance of several 

meters from the rest of the group. They were wending by falling slope. Later, the sky became 

brighter and the sun came out. 

- Peter, are you sure, that we can trust this faun, it's a guide, whom we don't know – asked 

Edmund tentatively – be quite, please, so that girls will not  fear.

- Edmund, in all stories and books, which I know, fauns are kind and good, so it would 

be too impossible – answered Peter.

- And how do you know which way is right? We don't know, do we?- continued younger 

of the brothers.

- As I know, this faun has just saved Lucia – kindly replied Peter.

- It could not be the truth and he isn't going to find a place for dinner. Do we know how 

to come back home?- asked Edmund.

- Oh, no! You are right, I have lost returning way home – immediately upset older 

of brothers.

A moment later, Choran disappeared behind trees. They haven't seen him again.
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CHAPTER 7.

A DAY WITH BEAVERS

Lucy, Edmund, Susan and Peter got lost in the woods. They were helpless, because they 

weren't familiar with the neighbourhood they were in. They didn't know what to do. 

Suddenly they noticed, that something moved behind the tree. They were afraid a little 

bit. Then something moved again. Peter saw that the creature had a flat tail and that it was 

a beaver. It leaned out of a plant its hairy head and it showed gesture that children must go 

with him. Siblings gathered for a council. Lucy's opinion was that a beaver can be good, but 

Edmund did not agree. Children went by Lucy's way. Animal put its paw to its mouth and 

showed that children must be quiet. They approached to beaver very slowly. The creature 

asked them: “Are you the sons of Adam and daughters of Eve? They answered: ,,yes''. 

Edmund asked beaver: ,,Are you at our side?''. The beaver took out Mr. Tumnus' tissue as the 

answer, the same Mr. Tumnus obtained from Lucy. She asked the beaver where Mr Tumnus 

was, but he said that the place they were in wasn't good to talk about this topic, because some 

trees can hear it. The beaver brought group under the branches which were connected 

construing a roof. There wasn't much snow under their feet. 

Mr. Beaver started Aslan's topic. Siblings didn't know anything about him. When their 

new friend was talking about Aslan, they felt very oddly. After the conversation, Mr. Beaver 

invited them to his house. They went through thick bushes, then the terrain started to 

decline and after an hour they were at beaver's home. It was a dam. Children had feelings 

that it was nice. It was on the river bank. Water was frozen and pleated. In some spots there 

were clear grooves and hills. The river was wide. Near the waterfall some icicles could be seen. 

Mr. Beaver invited them inside. They walked behind him on the slippery, narrow path. In the 

house there were waiting Mrs. Beaver and young Kate, a nine-month Beavers' daughter. 

Housewife was sitting behind sewing machine. Kate was smiling to guests. Children greeted 

politely. The beavers' home wasn't the same that the home of Mr Tumnus. Instead beds there 

were bunks in the walls and from the ceiling were hanging some pieces of meat and tools. The 

potatoes for dinner were being cooked. Mrs. Beaver asked her husband why he didn't bring 

a fish. Beaver got the kit and went for fishing taking Peter with him. They stopped near the 

air-hole. For nothing heedless Mr. Beaver dipped his paw into the water and took out a trout. 

He kept on dipping until the bucket was full of trout. At the same time Lucy and Susan were 

making  a table. They had to pour a beer for the host an put some fat on a frying pan. When 

it started to sizzle, Mr. Beaver and Peter came back. They took out fishes and put them 

prepare  on the frying pan. Children were extremely excited, Kate even started to clap her 

hands. At the end Susan strained potatoes and Lucy put trout on a plate. After a while 

everyone was able to pick a three-leg stool and start to eat. On the table there was a creamy 

milk for children and Kate and some butter. After they had eaten the dinner the host lady 

took out a yeast roll with marmalade and put some water to the kettle to boil to make some 

tea. The housewife glazed the cakes. After dinner children and beavers could start doing 

their own things. Fortunately no stranger noticed that children stayed at beavers' house.
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CHAPTER 8.

WHAT HAPPENED AFTER DINNER

-And now -  said Lucy - tell us what had happend with Mr Tumunus, please. 

- Well, it was horrible, horrible - said Mr Beaver. - There are no doubts that police took 

him. A  certain bird told me about this.

- Do you know where they took him? - asked Lucy.

- The last time we saw him, they were taking him for North. We all know  what does it mean.

- Not everyone -  exasperated Susan. - WE don' t know. Mr Beaver shook his head.

- I think it means only one thing. They took him to Her house.

- What they are going to do with him? -  Lucy was very sad.

- Well - said Mr Beaver. - We can' t be sure about this. Not everyone come back from her 

home.  Statues. Rumour has it that there are statues everywhere in a castle: on courtyard, 

across the stairs... If someone's disobedient, she will turn him into a stone.

- But Mr Beaver' ' said Lucy ' what we can do to help him? Can we do something? It's only 

my fault.

- I don' t want to tell you that you can' t do anything'  interjected Mrs Beaver ' But there 

isn't any posibility to enter  the palace without her knowledge.

- So we can' t do anything? -  asked Peter - Can' t  we dress up? Imitate merchants? 

On Merlin' s pants, this faun raised my sister! We can' t leave him and we can't help him, too!

-  Maybe you can't, but Aslan can - smiled Mr Beaver.

- Can you said something about Aslan, please?- said children.

- You don't know Aslan? - Mr Beaver was dissapointed. - Aslan is real king of the forest, 

but he isn't here all the time. The White Witch usurped him rights when he was absent. Only 

Aslan can help us. 

- She can't turn him into a stone like the others? - asked Edmund.

- SHE?! Stop joking, please! Listen:

Zło zostanie naprawione,

Gdy w tę Aslan przyjdzie stronę,

A gdy głośno on zaryczy,

Znikną smutki i gorycze;

A gdy zębem w koło błyśnie,

Zimę nagle śmierć uciśnie,

A gdy grzywą złotą wstrząśnie,

Da początek wiecznej wiośnie.

Zrozumiecie zresztą sami, gdy go zobaczycie. 

-  Are we going to meet him? - asked Susan.

-  Ouh, Eve's daughter! It's what we are going to do! '

- Is he a man? – asked shyly the youngest girl.

- Aslan a man?! - replied sharply Mr Beaver. - No! I told you that he is the king of our 

country! You don't know who is the lord of animals? Aslan is a lion! Specifically, he is an 

Enormous Lion! ‘

- Ouh! – screamed Susan. – Am I going to do poorly on first meet? 

- There is no doubt that you are going to feel weak, my dear - replied Mrs Beaver - If someone 

can stand in front of Aslan without shaking with fear that means He is either enormously 

courageus Or Simply stupid. 

-  So… - said Lucy. - Is he dangerous?

-  Yes, of course! -  said Mr Beaver. - But he is harty, too. I told you, he is a king.

- I wanna meet him - said Peter. - Even I will be scared when it happens. 

- You're right, Adam's son. - replied Mr Beaver. - Aslan is really big.  And you are going 

to see him. Tomorrow.  At the stone table.

-  Where is it ? - asked Lucy.

- It is far from here. We have to move down the river. And about poor Mr Tumnus -  

nothing will save him as well as a return of Aslan. Of course, it doesn't mean that we aren't 

going to need you. As they  say here:

Gdy ciało z ciała Adama i kość z jego kości

W Ker-Paravelu na tronie zagości,

Przeminą złe czasy niegodziwości.

- So the time when it all will come true must be approaching if you are here. Aslan was around 

here a long, long time before but the representation of your race have never been seen here. 

- Well, the witch isn't a human?- asked Peter.

- She wants us to believe in it because it allows her to justify her clams of rule. But she 

is Lilith's daughter which  claimed that she is first Adam's wife - Mr Beaver  bowed slightly. - 

But Lilith was from ginns' s race. And Her father was a giant. She hasn't got any human's 

blood.'

- And this is why she is evil - said Mrs Beaver.

- If I have to be honest, my dear wife, they are many opinions about humans... I don't want 

to insult you, my friends.

- I know many good dwarfs. 
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-  I am sure, my dear. But let's return to the topic; this is the reason why she is guarding the 

country from people. She was looking for you for years. And when she finds out that there 

are four of you, she will become even more dangerous.

-Why?- asked Peter. 

- There's one more prediction.  In Ker - Paravel  - it is a castle located near the sea where 

should be the capital of a whole country and which is not because of well known reasons. 

There are four thrones there. The prediction says that when two daughters of Eve and two 

sons of Adam will sit on them, it will be not only the end of the Witch's reign, but also her 

death will come. That's why we had to be so careful when we were in our way here. If she had 

found out about you, your life wouldn't have been worth a tiny piece of my moustache.

The children were so immersed in Mr Beaver's story that they forgot about the rest of the 

world. Now, after the moment of silence Lucy asked suddenly:

- Wait, where's Edmund?

Everyone started to walk across the room and were asking pointless questions like 'Who 

has been the last person to see him' or 'How long has he been gone?'. They made for a door 

and went outside. The thing they saw made them completely speechless. There was a giant, 

red dragon standing in the snow.

- Sssiwessoo - He hissed.

Peter was calm. He read about dragons. He knew that dragons are very noble.

- Dear Mr Dragon, bigger than the rest, forgive us, mortals, but we don't know your 

beautiful language.

- Of course, I am sorry... - sighed dragon. - My name is Wardogan.

Dragon's introduction was unnecessary for Mr and Mrs Beaver, because they have known 

him well. It was dragon with fire powers, who was giving heat in winter's evenings. White 

Witch hated him for this reason. But it was dragon from the Risher's family, the fastest and 

the agliest dragons that has ever lived. They've got long, strong tails and their wings are 

bigger than you, dear reader. But the most important thing are horns. They're like a crown. 

Scales? O, scales are in the colors of fire! Yes, Rishers are the biggest fire dragons in the world.

-I know you are looking for a friend - said Wardogan. - But it hasn't got any sense. We all 

know where he went. He is a traitor. Only one sensible thing  that you can do is to consider 

when he  disappeared, and how much he heard from your conversation. We, Rishers, have  

great heating, but we haven't got good memory, so tell me your suspicions.'

- I remember said Lucy - that he asked Mr Beaver about White Witch. Especially, 

he asked him  if she couldn turn Aslan into a stone. 

- Bad, very bad - said Wardogan. - He is going to tell her about Aslan today. Run away 

as Fast as you can! She will come! WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?!'

During the lunch, Edmund wanted to eat very sweet marshmallow. So he decided to run 

to the house of the White Witch. He escaped from the house of beavers and run to the castle.

Snow fall and it was very frosty. Edmund forgot to put on the coat. He did not take it from the 

beaver's house. Now he could not think about it. He remembered how bad beavers talked 

about the Withch. But she treated him so well. Suddenly something hit his head and he fall 

over. He needed a moment to recover. Once he got up, he was very surprised. He looked like 

he saw a ghost. But the person standing in front of him did not look like ghost. It was a young 

boy in the same age as Edmund. He had blond hair, very light skin and blue eyes. He was 

dressed in dark-green pants and a brown coat. He was wearing black boots, reaching his 

knees. On his back he carried a sack with a blanket and bred rolls in it. After this strange 

meeting, boys needed time to understand what has just happened. A few minutes they 

remained silent, until the stranger said with its nice voice.

- I'm Richard. And you? - he asked.

- My ... my ... my name is E ... E ... Edmund – he said.

And the boys began to talk. They had much in common, and the road to the palace passed 

Edmund faster than he thought. They went together, covered with a blanket, which he has 

got from Richard. He did not realize when they reached the bank of the river. At this point, 

Richard said he could not continue to go on and could not stay with Edmund. The boy 

disappeared. After a moment, Edmund said:

- Strange, very strange.

After some time, Edmund started to go to the castle. He forgot about this situation and 

went back to think about the Witch.

The boy that Edmund met, was not an ordinary child.

It was the son of a magician who tried to run away from home to live happy. But it was not 

so easy. The father has forbiden his son to cross the river and get close to home of the White 

Witch. He created the barrier which his child could not go. Even if Edmund would cross the 

river he would disappear and move back home. And all the witnesses would forget about it.

When Edmund was coming to the castle he had a strange feeling. It was not pleasant. When 
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CHAPTER 9.

IN THE WITCH'S HOME
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he entered the courtyard he was scared because he saw the great lion prepared to jump. After 

a few minutes later he remembered that a witch turns all into a stone. He thought it was 

a statue of Aslena and started to make lough of him. He even drew him a moustache and 

glasses. After a short rest, he entered into the castle. Now he was not afraid because 

everything was made of stone. When he was going up the stairs, he saw that the wolf is at the 

top. He was just about to pass it and go over it, but the wolf stood up and said:

- Who is here? Who is here ?! Stranger stop and tell me who you are?

- I came here to tell witch where my brothers and sisters are. - Edmund replied.

- In that case tell me that and I will pass the message to the Queen - said the wolf.

- There are in the beaver's house. - Edmund answered.

The wolf ran to tell the queen and Edmund waited for him.

- Come in. - invited him wolf when he returned.

The room was full of stone figures and the could see the sitting Witch.

- Why did you come alone? - she screamed in anger.

- I did everything that I could. My brothers and sisters are in the beaver's house  - said 

Edmund.

- Is that all you have to tell me? - asked the queen.

After these words Edmund told her what beavers talked about.

- Prepare the sleigh without bells - ordered the White Witch after hearing this story. 

At once when Mr. Beaver ordered packing, all three children with his wife began working. 

There was a nervous bustle in the house. Children began to put on their furs, but Mrs. Beaver 

still tried to stick 5 porcelain cups and small tea bags to one of prepared sacs. Seemingly she 

didn't mean to finish it. She was walking all the time in the burrow and thinking, if she 

shouldn't stick whole wardrobe into the small packages. At least, children thought she did.

-Excuse me but there's no time for packing everything, She can come any time here any 

time.- Susan said loudly.

-I am not going to starve us all. It's just a small snack for road. Dear husband, give me that 

cheese from the fridge, please –she said, and then she started again to bustle around around 

packages.

-Darling, the girl's right –said Mr Beaver. Then he finished – We can do it. The most 

important thing is to get to Stone Table before Her. Let's go!

Mrs Beaver gave one package to each child and and took one for her, and her husband. 

While Mrs Beaver was putting on her snow-boots, she was loudly thinking, if she shouldn't 

take her beloved sewing machine. Lucia didn't  take it.

- Can't you hurry?! – she shouted.

- Well, of course. I will not have time to sew on the way. – said hostess. 

Beavers left ignited  the fireplace and closed door to delay Witch's chased. After 

a moment they and the children were far away from the burrow. Mr Beaver led everyone 

through a dam in the middle of frozen river and then through bumpy, overgrown and for 

sure old paths. Lucia was fascinated of views. After a moment it began to snow. Snowflakes 

were sticking to clothes. They have already been walking for few hours. The landscape began 

disappear for tired and frozen girl. The light package was now heavier and heavier. As if it was 

filled was filled with stones. Now she could only see Peter's shoes in front of her. She was 

almost unconscious because of fatigue. Suddenly Mr Beaver turned right and everyone saw 

a small burrow.

- We will stay here – ordered Mr. Beaver.

- What's that? – asked barely alive Peter when he came into the burrow.
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- That's old emergency lodge used in Bad Times – he said.

- If you wouldn't hurry me, I would take some more pillows, maybe even few warm 

blankets – said Mrs Beaver gruffly.

Everybody felt asleep very fast in spite of the fact that there was very uncomfortable and 

tight place. They thought, it was just a moment, but their dreams were long for few hours. 

Lucia woke up in early morning, just like everybody. Peter and Susan were frightened. They 

were listening to... bells! Mr. Beaver left the burrow. Strangely, he could hear laugh and happy 

conversations.

- Come to me, sweeties! There's nothing to worry about – happy Beaver called them.

Reassured mrs Beaver ran out of the burrow. Her children did the same.

- Witch's authority comes to end! They did such a great joke – shouted happy Beaver.

- But what's the matter? – asked Lucia.

- I told you, that there was not Christmas during whole winter – he answered.

- But...- and here she interrupted.

She saw a giant, red sleigh, nine reindeers pulling it – not white, but brown and two people. 

One of them was a little bit fatter with gray hair, and this person also had red, warm coat and 

the same cap with a little pompon. Second person was short and thin. His ears were sticking 

out over a little green cap tipped by bell. After a moment everyone realised, who they really 

met.

- Merry Christmas, children! – said... Santa – I wasn't here for a long time, but now it's 

time to catch up. I'm surprised, that  you thought that my sleigh is not mine, but Witch's. 

As you can see, my reindeers have got brown fur and their names are Comet, Lightning, Fop, 

Cupid, Dancer, Coxcomb, Boory, Beak and this one with red nose is Rudolph. But thing 

I know is that Aslan is coming, prophecy makes up – he finished.

- And this gnome? – asked Lucia.

- Not gnome, but elf, my name is Iris – answered elf, a bit injured because of this mistake.

- It doesn't matter, Iris, time for presents – said Santa. – Let's start with you, Peter, son 

of Adam. Little bit confused Peter approached to gray grandpa. – The war's coming, you'll 

have to use this soon – while saying that, Santa gave him a sword and an ornamented shield 

with an emblem with a scarlet lion standing on two lugs. – Now you, Susan, Eva's daughter – 

while he was talking to girl, he gave her a gift. – It's a bow, which never misses and that's horn. 

If you only blow it, you'll get help quickly. Use only in emergencies – smiled Santa.

- Thank you – answered Susan watching carefully her presents.

- Come here Lucia, Eva's daughter. I also brought something for you – he withdrawn 

a small package from his bag. – This is a bottle with essence of flowers from Sunny Valley 

with mermaid's tears. If you will only be hurt, few drops will heal every wound. And this 

is a dagger – only for self-defence. War is not for women, so you also don't have to fight

- Do you think, that we are brave enough? – asked Lucia.

- Oh no, quite the opposite, however it doesn't look acceptably – said Santa Claus and then 

he spoke to Beavers. – There's even something for you. So mr Beaver's dam is all repaired and 

renewed, and for you, lady I have a new sewing machine. I will drive by the way to your 

burrow.

- I don't know how to repay – said delighted Mrs Beaver.

- The pleasure is all mine – said Santa – I see, that it's a breakfast time. Iris, please give me 

that tray.

-No sooner said than done – said little elf, and gave a smart tray to Santa. There were five 

richly ornamented cups with tea, sugar bowl and creamer.

- Hm... – wondered Grandpa – i think, that it's a jasmine one. So Merry Christmas! – he 

said. –For Aslan! – and he set off.

Everyone returned to lodge, mrs Beaver prepared delicious sandwiches and brewed 

Santa's tea. At the same time Peter with mr Beaver were watching the sword and shield, and 

talking.

- Gentlemen, breakfast will cool – said mr Beaver while greasing bread with butter. When 

everybody quickly ate breakfast, mr Beaver ordered:

- Let's go to Stone Table! There's a very long journey in front of us.

Everybody took each packages and left the lodge.
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CHAPTER 11.

ASLAN IS CLOSE

When the dwarf went to prepare the sleigh, Edmund hoped that The Witch starts to be 

nice to him. But unfortunately it did  not.

- Can I have some marshmallows?-He asked timidly. Then in front of him, a big grey wolf 

jumped and was grinning its fangs.

- Marshmallows? YOU?!- Asked wolf threateningly.

- Emmm...aa....eeee....-The boy began to stutter.

- SHUT UP! Chemukh, quietly, the boy will get his marshmallows soon.- Said the Witch 

sending her wolf knowing look.

- Really?!- Edmund was glad.

- Oh yes..... Here you are.- saing this, she handed the boy a box of sweets.

Edmund quickly took the box and immediately took five servings . But then he grimaced 

horribly and spit out everything on crystal , ice floor.

- FOOL!!! What did you do?! How could you spit it out?! Lunathira! Bring me 

immediately brush and let the boy to clean ! - She screamed to her elven maid.

The elf obediently went to a small room . After a few minutes she returned with a full set 

for cleaning . She hissed menacingly to Edmund and walked to the side. The boy did the 

cleaning.

- Your Height, if I dare ask why this marshmallow was so bad? - Asked Edmund.

He met cold look of Queen. She frozed him with it and added:

- It wasn't real marshmallow. And now clean up .- said mysteriously.

 The resigned boy swept away.

- Maugrim, take the fastest wolf and run to Beaver's  home. Kill everyone who will be there. 

If anyone will not be, you must run to the Stone Table.- She ordered his second wolf.

Yeah, my Lady.- Maugrim said. Maugrim was the main witch's wolf .Filled her all the 

commands, he was also the fastest and smartest of the wolves. That's why he was the favorite 

of the Queen.

- I'm here Lady, sleigh are done.- said the dwarf.

- Well, But first let man eat.- She said and  dressed his white fur and improved dress.

The dwarf obediently handed  to Edmund a plate with a piece of dry, stale bread and 

a glass of water.

- I won't eat stale bread.- Said the boy, who still had hoped that he will get the marshmallows.

- You will miss the bread! EAT !!!! - Screamed the Witch with freezing voice.

The boy obediently started to chew dry bread .When he finished, he went to a huge sleigh. 

Witch, dwarf and Edmund weren't driving for too long, because they came across animals 

feasting at the table. Angry witch got out of the sleigh and walked over to the table.

-How did you get this?! I Said SOMETHING! Speak to your mistress! - She screamed 

all the time.

- Lovely Lady, we have it from Santa Claus.- told Fox.

- What ?! HOLY ....SA ... SANTA CLAUS! ?! BUT THERE IS NO CHRISTMAS! 

Chemukh, run fast and see what happens at the stone table. Then you will find us .- Ordered 

the Witch.

Chemukh ran obediently.

Then the witch made all the animals in the ice sculptures and drove away.
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CHAPTER 12.

PETER'S FIRST BATTLE

Connor with his sister Elisa lived in the Ker Paravel castle. One day, they went to the 

beach. Connor was a centaur, he had brown fur with white patches. His feet were black. 

He has already lived for one hundred and thirty two years in Ker Paravel. He also worked 

there as a guard. His sister didn't work in the castle because she lived with her parents in a forest.

They got quickly bored on the beach, so they went towards the castle. When they entered 

the castle they met Aramis – a chief of the castle guard and a friend of Connor. Aramis was 

a bear, his fur was brown with lighter brown on his paws. He has already worked for four 

hundred and fifty six years in Ker Paravel. His voice was very deep, deeper than a thunder of 

a storm.

- Hallo Connor – Aramis greeted his friend – how are you? O, Elisa. How nice that you 

have visited your brother.

Three of friends moved towards castle's yard. Next Aramis departed them and the 

siblings went to the forest. On that day Connor had a day off so they both entered their 

parent's house. There was beautiful smell in the cottage, it smelled of the raspberries, fresh 

cake. Simply – beautifully.

After dinner Connor and Elisa sat on a sofa in front of a fireplace. There were small men 

standing on the fireplace.

- Shall we go outside? – Connor asked Elisa – little race towards the forest glade?

- Gladly – the female centaur laughed.

As soon as they left the cottage a little wind was blowing but Connor and Elisa didn't care. 

Here and there they could hear the wolves' howling but they weren't afraid. And that was 

their mistake.

Suddenly the army of the White Witch run from the forest. It surrounded the centaurs. 

One of the wolves – the biggest one – looked at the siblings very carefully.

- They are not the ones! Keep running! – he shouted – You stay! – he managed to order one 

of the wolf-brothers.

- Ooow! –screamed the wolf.

The others moved southward. Suddenly, the stones and the cones started to fall from the 

trees on the wolf that watched over the siblings. The siblings looked up. There was a small-big 

squirrel that efficiently was throwing the stones into the wolf's eyes. Finally it fell on a ground. 

- Ha. It is done! - shouted the squirrel and she jumped from the tree.

- I am Ezra – she introduced herself politely to the siblings.

The surprised siblings grasped her little paws.

- We are going for a walk, would you like to go with us? – Elsa asked.

- Sure. – said siblings.

It is typical for the centaurs that they walk very fast. So no one should be surprised how 

fast they reached a huge forest glade. They noticed that something was happening there. 

They hid in the forest and watched.

- Aslan!! – screamed Ezra and run towards the giant lion. The centaurs looked at each 

other. Is this THE Aslan? How does Ezra know him? What is happening here? Why are so 

many Narnians here? By what miracle is Ezra being caressed by daughter of Eva??

Meanwhile Ezra let Lucy caress her. It was obvious that the girl was nervous. Aslan keeps 

looking into a distance with a tension. Suddenly everyone felt how he gasped with relief.  

- It's all over – he said – Peter managed. Go – he said to Connor, Elisa and Ezra – and prepare 

the castle. Ker Paravel will have new master soon. New masters.

The siblings looked at each other with surprise. But they said no word, only moved slowly 

to the castle…Anyway they will find out soon what Aslan meant.
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Here and there they could hear the wolves' howling but they weren't afraid. And that was 

their mistake.

Suddenly the army of the White Witch run from the forest. It surrounded the centaurs. 

One of the wolves – the biggest one – looked at the siblings very carefully.

- They are not the ones! Keep running! – he shouted – You stay! – he managed to order one 

of the wolf-brothers.

- Ooow! –screamed the wolf.

The others moved southward. Suddenly, the stones and the cones started to fall from the 

trees on the wolf that watched over the siblings. The siblings looked up. There was a small-big 

squirrel that efficiently was throwing the stones into the wolf's eyes. Finally it fell on a ground. 

- Ha. It is done! - shouted the squirrel and she jumped from the tree.

- I am Ezra – she introduced herself politely to the siblings.

The surprised siblings grasped her little paws.

- We are going for a walk, would you like to go with us? – Elsa asked.

- Sure. – said siblings.

It is typical for the centaurs that they walk very fast. So no one should be surprised how 

fast they reached a huge forest glade. They noticed that something was happening there. 

They hid in the forest and watched.

- Aslan!! – screamed Ezra and run towards the giant lion. The centaurs looked at each 

other. Is this THE Aslan? How does Ezra know him? What is happening here? Why are so 

many Narnians here? By what miracle is Ezra being caressed by daughter of Eva??

Meanwhile Ezra let Lucy caress her. It was obvious that the girl was nervous. Aslan keeps 

looking into a distance with a tension. Suddenly everyone felt how he gasped with relief.  

- It's all over – he said – Peter managed. Go – he said to Connor, Elisa and Ezra – and prepare 

the castle. Ker Paravel will have new master soon. New masters.

The siblings looked at each other with surprise. But they said no word, only moved slowly 

to the castle…Anyway they will find out soon what Aslan meant.
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CHAPTER 13.

THE GREAT MAGIC FROM 
THE OLD TIMES

Lewis is an eagle, but such a different eagle. He is small, he fits in the bigger pocket of a grown 

up man. In spite of his size he is a grown up eagle. Aslan often uses Lewis to act in 

a reconnaissance. It is probably a wrong world – he simply sends Lewis everywhere where the 

mice can't get. Because Lewis can fly. The mice can't.

Lewis reached the castle of the White Witch. He saw how she got nervous when she had 

found out about Maugrim's death. He saw how she ordered all powers of darkness to appear. 

He saw how she started to say the spells. He also saw how she screamed with anger that it was 

high time to kill Edmund and that a traitor always died on a Stone Table. However he also saw 

how the Witch started to think of something, then laughed noisily and shouted:

- No Stone Tables! We will kill him here and now!

And he saw how she wanted to go to the dungeon. All his body was trembling with fear. 

Suddenly he saw the Narnians. He knew they were sent by Aslan. He wanted to scream 

when he saw that the White Witch  turned herself into a stone boulder and turned a dwarf 

standing next to her into some stone. He wanted to scream but his small body didn't manage 

to give a sound – he was scared so much.

He flew to Aslan as soon as possible.

- Aslan, Aslan..I visited the White Witch – he started to throw words out of him.

- Shh..my little, shh. History is bound to happen by itself. Say nothing – the Giant Lion 

smiled to the eagle. And he pointed his head at a path. Lewis looked there. 

There were Narnians walking the path and leading Edmund. Lewis almost cried tears 

of happiness. They made it! They rescued him! Is this the end of the evil magic in Narnia? 

Aslan sighed deeply and looked at the eagle.

- It's just the beginning, my little.

Lewis looked at Aslan with scary eyes. He sighed again and approached Edmund.

- Come, son of Adam. We must talk. ALONE.

And they went. Alone. Lewis even wanted to eavesdrop but Aslan didn't permit it. 

And Aslan must be obeyed.

The eagle didn't know what to do. However he remembered that the White Witch 

probably was still safe. So he went towards her castle. Maybe it will manage to find something 

out? However it didn't fly far. Near the edge of the forest it met the carriage of the White 

Witch. The dwarf was just  getting out of it – the same one that was changed into a stone. 

The dwarf got out of the carriage and went confidently towards the camp by the Stone Table. 

Lewis saw one of the Narnians asking him what he was looking for.

- Aslan! – shouted the dwarf – my lady, great Jadis, wants to see Aslan! She demands 

on this meeting!

Lewis looked carefully. The dwarf backed to the carriage of which the White Witch got out 

next.

- Aslan! – she shouted – Give me Edmund, son of Adam back, immediately! You know 

that the boy betrayed. And according to law every traitor has to die on the Stone Table! 

If it doesn't happen – Narnia dies!

The eagle was listening to it with terror. The words of the witch slowly reached him. 

He looked at the children. They also had big eyes – it was interesting - because of fear or 

surprise. Edmund started to cry but stood still. Maybe a talk with Aslan made him so still? 

Lucy cuddled up to him.

- I will never get you my brother, witch! – shouted Peter but Jadis only laughed.

Aslan sighed.

- Jadis, come. We will talk. Alone!

Lewis observed the White Witch and Aslan from above. He didn't hear what they spoke 

to each other he saw that they moved their lips. He saw how Aslan was convincing Jadis 

to something. He saw when she started to laugh. With terrible, sinister laugh.

The smiling White Witch was going to her carriage. At the edge of the glade she turned 

and said.

- This time you have got away, son of Adam. But it has not been  the end yet! – and she got 

on the carriage.

Lewis didn't believe these words! In the camp there was a great joy. Aslan persuaded the 

White Witch to give up Edmund's blood. There was plenty of laugh. And only Lewis saw that 

Aslan was upset.
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CHAPTER 14.

THE TRIUMPH OF  THE WITCH

Griffon Eagle Sight was calmly sleeping on trees. It was a weekend. Suddenly the trees 

moved and griffon felt down. 

- Agrhhh!! – screamed – Help!! – Griffon was close to smash on the ground – Do you have 

to wake me up from my nap?

The trees were hiss. They were humming for long time about that some bad things happen 

on the Stone Table. Griffon decided to go to that place.

When griffon arrived to the Stone Table he got scared very much. He saw Peter who 

looked very seriously and was involved in serious  conversation with Aslan. Peter was almost 

crying. Aslan was explaining him something patiently, he was showing. Eagle Sight didn't 

know what they were doing. However, he noticed that the people from Narnia are very  

carefully decamping, which was pitch near the Stone Table. Griffon came to one of the 

centaurs.

- Hi. What are you doing?

- We are decamping and taking the camp to the forest.

- But why?

- Because Aslan ordered that. Allegedly the Stone Table will be needed tonight. Nobody 

knows why. Only the Great Lion is sad for all day. He is discussing tactics moves with Adam's 

son. But all of us know that is not a war with a White Witch. That makes him get upset. 

Griffon one more time looked at Aslan. He looked sadly at the camp, communicating with 

Peter by sight and moved alone to the Stone Table. 

Dusk fell.

Griffon decided to fly behind Aslan. He noticed that Eve's daughters also slipped from 

the camp. They were hiding from him of lion behind trees. But lion noticed them. He smiled 

to them sadly and told something. Girls noted and hid again behind trees.

The White Witch was already standing next to the Stone Table.

- My triumph break today! Big day for Narnia! The Great Spells will stop to work today! - 

screamed  White Witch. Next she looked at Aslan – Come here, honey. Come, idiot! – she was 

laughing.

Griffon shivered. He looked again. White Witch tied exactly the lion up. Her servant 

tightened on his face in muzzle. He wanted to cry. He closed his eyes but faster it opened again.

- Oh my God! It's Aslan laying lonely on the Stone Table. 

What happened? He is surrounded by some monstrous creatures. Why?

He saw when the White Witch was lifting the knife towards to Aslan's neck. She wanted 

to kill the lion. She was laughing and screaming some spells. Everyone around was clapping.

When a griffon, saw it, he wanted to Jump into her. But he thought that one cut with this 

knife of the White Witch and he can be dead, griffon can be dead. He closed his eyes when  

the White Witch lifted the knife. He heard… he heard nothing. He heard calm. He was scared 

to open his eyes. Aslan was laying dead. The White Witch was preparing herself to leave.

In the distance Griffon saw Lucia who was hiding behind the trees.
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CHAPTER 15.

THE DEEPEST MAGIC FROM 
THE BEGINNING OF TIME

Meanwhile it was a big confusion in the camp. Mr Beaver and Mrs Beaver tried to find 

Lucy and Susan everywhere. They searched all tents, they asked everyone who saw the 

present and they even searched the area. Without any results! The girls were nowhere to be 

found. Tired of searching and asking they sat sadly under the old oak.

- Don't worry – hummed the old oak - Daughters of Eva, Susan and Lucy are guarding 

Aslan. 

Mrs. Beaver started to cry and sob.

-Poor Aslan, poor. Why this did hag did it to him oh my poor Aslan.

- Be quiet! She has her people everywhere.

- What they can do to me – Mrs. Beaver was shill sobbing – they won't give me my Aslan 

back… our Aslan. We have to bid him fare well with dignity. But wait a moment – Mr. Beaver 

broke away from the old oak and look at her husband conscious – Do you have clothes to wear 

to bid the Great Lion? And they? – and here she waved with a hand and she pointed 

the whole camp.

- Eh – Mr. Beaver groaned – it starts.

The Beavers were calm down by girl's fortune, said goodbye to the old oak and started 

to walk again towards the camp. They came to one of the fox.

- Listen You! – Mrs. Beaver jerked the fox by his tail. He was bristled a little bit, but, 

he looked at groaning and rolling his eyes Mr. Beaver and he understood the situation. 

He looked at him indulgently and Mrs. Beaver was still pulling – Listen to me! We are going 

now to our house. We will bring you food and some new clothes for Aslan's funeral. Pass on 

this information to Adam's sons and Eva's daughters, can you understand?! Can you 

remember? – she enquired. The fox nodded. What can't I understand?

- Ok you can go. Tell us only did you find Eva's daughters? – asked the fox.

- The oak hummed us that they are safe at the Stone Table together with Aslan – 

responded Mr. Beaver.

The Beavers journeyed the way home. They arrived after few hours. Mrs. Beaver gathered 

food from woods and fields. Mrs. Beaver was sewing clothes, knitting, and making bread. 

A lot of bread. In the evening the Beaver put everything on the wagon and Mrs Beaver was 

sewing and baking last things.

In the sunny morning they journeyed to the camp again. They arrived after few hours 

of journey. They almost started to give clothes to everyone when they realized that the whole 

camp was very happy because of something. Everyone was smiling to each other, however, 

it was visible in this smile anxiety and approbation.

- Listen You – Mrs Beaver started

- Don't pull my tail! –  fox turned immediately towards him

- What is the reason of your happiness?

- What do you mean why? Look! –  fox pointed at the small hill. The Beavers looked at that 

way and… Mrs Beaver started to cry.

Aslan was standing on the hill – safe and healthy. He was speaking with Susan, Peter and 

Edmund in low voice. Lucy for the whole time was hugging the mane. Aslan – apparently – 

one more time he had to explain people why he was alive. Few minutes later he took Lucy and 

Susan on his mane and they came together towards the castle of White Witch. Meanwhile 

Peter breath out loud.

- Break is over, beloved. We are going to help our people. On a battle! – he said his last order. 

Everyone gathered together and followed him.

And Mrs Beaver was crying for happiness.
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CHAPTER 16.

WHAT HAPPENED WITH THE STONES

- So, I was a stone! What a horrible witch! I couldn't even speak or move! Nothing! I could 

only look!- started mister Tumnus one cold, dark, late night in Narnians' camp - But 

suddenly... I felt some well- known breath. I couldn't remember, who's breath was that. But in 

a moment I remembered. I was thinking: "Wait... Wait... But... Yes! Yes! It's Aslan!  It's 

Aslan's breath!"

And so, I was free! I could speak, scream, move, run! How happy was I... But not only I was 

free. All animals, all creatures, that White Witch ever changed into the stones- lions, fauns, 

giants, were free! And after those all moments of happiness, Aslan called us and said: 

"Narnia is in great danger! Let's help this, that are fighting for us! Narnians, Eva's 

daughters!" (he looked at Lucia and Susan) "Let's help them! Help Edmund, Peter and all 

soldiers to defeat the White Witch! Follow me, sons of Narnia!"

And, so we did. We followed him. All, one by one. Once we died, so why to not die again? 

Now, all fighting. Not on knees, but in battle, with every honours.  As I said, not only we went 

to fight. Lucia, my friend, and her older, pretty sister Susan, Eva's daughters, Adam's sons' 

sisters, were with us. Even me, faun, went with them. Why? I wasn't soldier, so I didn't know, 

how can I help them in battle? But then, Aslan looked at me. And I knew, that I have to help 

them. I've just had to see, what will happen to golden lion and children. 

That was a long way, but finally- we come. I was very tired, so I laid under the tree. I saw 

some new faces- I saw a boy with blond hair and I thought that it was Peter. Yes, that should 

be him- Edmund was standing next to him. Yes, those were my dear Lucia's brothers.

The battle was terrible.  Susan almost promptly joined her brothers. Peter was very tired, 

because he was fighting with the White Witch. And she was mad- we could see, that she still 

wants to change enemies into stones and she couldn't- Edmund broke her wand. And so, 

I wanted to run away... I was frightened. I thought, that she would see me and change into 

stone again... And I didn't want that. But she was fighting and didn't look at me- so I staid. 

Then I saw animals and our soldiers freed by Aslan attacking ogres and another White 

Witch's creatures. But enemies weren't  fighting. They were running away.  I didn't know, 

why? 

Then I saw him, Aslan, the golden lion, king of Narnia, running straight on, faster and 

faster... Faster... And he jumped on White Witch. Peter was starring surprised at Aslan, but 

I could see, that he trusts him. He was also too tired to do anything. Witch was absolutely 

terrified- I will never forget her eyes- Aslan took advantage of it and  bite her neck. Our 

soldiers defeat rest of White Witch's army.

And that was end of bad magic. White Witch's reign has ended- I heard, that it's possible 

to revive her, I heard, that you need something or someone, but no one- even her soldiers 

doesn't want to know, what actually.  Because it's good here, without her.- ended his story 

Mister Tumnus. Campfire was slowly going out.

All, that were re listening to old faun now looked at it. Yes, it's end of bad ages in Narnia. 

Now, there will be just spring, sun and happiness. And Aslan with Adam's sons and Eva's 

daughters will be their kings. Most of tired people were smiling, but some were sad. A lot of 

them lost someone in battle, but they regained the most important thing- saint Narnian 

peace.
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wants to change enemies into stones and she couldn't- Edmund broke her wand. And so, 

I wanted to run away... I was frightened. I thought, that she would see me and change into 

stone again... And I didn't want that. But she was fighting and didn't look at me- so I staid. 

Then I saw animals and our soldiers freed by Aslan attacking ogres and another White 

Witch's creatures. But enemies weren't  fighting. They were running away.  I didn't know, 

why? 

Then I saw him, Aslan, the golden lion, king of Narnia, running straight on, faster and 

faster... Faster... And he jumped on White Witch. Peter was starring surprised at Aslan, but 

I could see, that he trusts him. He was also too tired to do anything. Witch was absolutely 

terrified- I will never forget her eyes- Aslan took advantage of it and  bite her neck. Our 

soldiers defeat rest of White Witch's army.

And that was end of bad magic. White Witch's reign has ended- I heard, that it's possible 

to revive her, I heard, that you need something or someone, but no one- even her soldiers 

doesn't want to know, what actually.  Because it's good here, without her.- ended his story 

Mister Tumnus. Campfire was slowly going out.

All, that were re listening to old faun now looked at it. Yes, it's end of bad ages in Narnia. 

Now, there will be just spring, sun and happiness. And Aslan with Adam's sons and Eva's 

daughters will be their kings. Most of tired people were smiling, but some were sad. A lot of 

them lost someone in battle, but they regained the most important thing- saint Narnian 

peace.
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CHAPTER 17.

THE HUNT FOR THE WHITE DEER

Badger was in the midst of the wounded. After the battle, after the crushing of winning 

Peter and Aslan, after the defeat of the White Witch no longer any wounds did not hurt. 

Besides, Badger had very old  glasses, because in one fight  he got magic sound in the eye. 

"His grey fur was older than hundred years have been tired after the battle, but he knew 

it was worth it.

Badger sees Lucy as his potion heals all wounded. Especially Edmund, who together with 

Aslan saved everyone from the White Witch. 

Lucy has already sprinkled everyone with his magic potion. Everyone, even the Badger. 

Badger with gratitude moved along with all the Ker Paravel.

A few days later, the was a gala coronation in castle. The daughters of Eve and sons 

of Adam were sitting on the four great thrones. Badger looked at them with admiration. 

Here it was-over one hundred old man finally lived to see this moment. Coronation !!

- It is Valiant queen-Lucy speaks to Aslan and puts a crown on his head .

- It is King Edmund the Just-The crown at the hands of Aslan goes to temples of Edmund.

- It is Queen Susan Mild-screaming Aslan and the crown Susanna is already on her head.

King Peter super-- with pride and dignity in his voice says Asla and puts on his head 

a crown of Peter.

- There the kings and queens of Narnia. They sit on your thrones according to the old 

superstition- Aslan added. We all cheer! Ah, what a great time! Badger moved to tears. 

Besides, he has already seen  others- and also began to cry.

A few years later, Brock found himself on the charming clearing. Suddenly, something 

white flashed before his eyes. He did not believe, he looked again. Even a leaf rubbed his 

glasses. He looked again: before him stood a beautiful white deer. He had hair whiter than 

paper.

- It's this deer- whispered to himself. The badger- according to legend, anyone who caught 

him the wish will come true. Maybe I will be succeed? - And  when he approached the deer, he 

heard the horses. He hid behind the tree.

They came out from behind a grove of four magnificent horses. They carried on their 

backs . Kings and queens of Narnia. Badger was impressed by the beauty of their rulers. 

And those laughing,  looked around.

- There is- The king Piotr- shouted after him!

They wanted to  gallop in the direction of a deer, when suddenly the queen Lucy stopped 

at the old lighthouse. She looked at it intently.

- What is it? -  Edmund asked

-  I have already  seen it saw...

- O, me too -  Susanna joined the conversation

- I think we have to go there! - Lucy pointed the way with her finger.

Kings and queens dismounted from their horses. Each of them was thinking for 

a moment. They looked at each other and slowly moved into the wheels. The badger followed 

them. People patiently  shoveled hands  in bushes and the ivy. The badger did it more quietly 

and more gently. Suddenly, one of the branches fell down on his eyes -  and covered  the 

whole world for a few minutes. Finally, the badger disentangled himself from the leaves and... 

It that there were no people. They disappeared! Like the White Deer! Where were they? 

It searched the surrounding area for a long time and finally dissapointed followed towards 

Ker Paravel.
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